Sharpsmart

Easy access
Swing-action Safety Tray provides a large opening while restricting hand access.

Can’t be re-opened
Side locks are tamper-proof when engaged.

No leaks
Leakproof seal eliminates leakage.

Eliminates overfilling
Safety Tray automatically shuts upright when collector is full.

Check contents level
Clear-view window shows fill level while concealing messy contents.

Sharpsmart’s wide range of one-size-fits-all accessories and brackets helps you position the collector in the most suitable locations. Accessories include:
- Wall and bench brackets for optimal space usage.
- Mountsmart brackets and cradles for existing trolleys, carts and benches.
- Cartsmart and Accessmart trolleys for easy, safe mobility.
- Delivery carts and solutions for logistics inside and outside the healthcare facility.

What we think of Sharpsmart...

Sharpsmart is making healthcare safer for patients, healthcare workers and organizations by developing innovative, safe and environmentally friendly products and services.

Sharpsmart: the safer system that’s protecting healthcare workers around the world

Saves lives: Sharpsmart’s 3-Ps significantly reduce sharps injuries;  
- Product – safest in the world  
- Placement – collectors mounted exactly where needed  
- People – Sharpsmart providers through staff education.

Saves waste: Unlike disposable containers, Sharpsmart collectors are re-used, reducing plastic waste by over 25%. No outer packaging is used.

Saves costs: Reduction of sharps injuries reduces costs associated with managing these injuries.

Saves time: Pre-assembled design eliminates staff time required to assemble containers.
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Can you afford to use anything less?
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Safer – wherever you work

From hospitals to homes, Sharpsmart provides a large opening while restricting hand access.

Sharpsmart collector and size to suit your needs. Regular collectors provide enhanced safety and overfill prevention features. Access Plus collectors allow fast, easy disposal of large or bulky items in secure areas.
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A safer sharps service that healthcare facilities rely on

The Sharpsmart Circle of Safety is the world’s safest and most environmentally responsible sharps management system. The Sharpsmart sharps collector is the key link in an unbroken chain of service to healthcare facilities around the world.

The Circle of Safety gives you complete door-to-door sharps service that:
- Removes the risk of injury from your sharps containers
- Protects the environment by reducing plastic waste

Safer for staff and patients

Results from the largest international study of sharps containment systems were published in 2003 in the British Journal of Hospital Infection. Those findings were dramatic, and showed that the Sharpsmart system reduced:
- Plastic component of sharps waste: 87%
- Waste from cardboard packaging: 7%
- Other sharps injuries: 26%
- Total sharps injuries: 33%

Safer for the environment

Since its inception, Sharpsmart has understood the fundamental importance of environmental safety. The re-usable Sharpsmart system reduces, re-uses, and re-cycles from the sharps waste stream:
- 100% of sharps distributed are safe and re-usable
- 100% of waste from cardboard packaging is re-cycled
- 25% of total sharps injuries are re-used

Why we use Sharpsmart...

“Since the change over, we have seen a major reduction in sharps injuries. This is a major step forward for all involved in the healthcare industry. It serves as a reminder that proper disposal of sharps is not only important for patient safety and the environment, but also for the comfort and safety of all employees.”

- Atlantic Healthcare Systems - Mountainside, NJ
- Kishwaukee Community Hospital - DeKalb, IL
- Fairview Group, Minneapolis, MN.

Protecting staff and patients

Sharpsmart’s patented, using-action Safety Tray:
- Prevents large and frequent opening to easily collect large sharps
- Eliminates hand access to the storage container and associated sharps in secure areas, such as Operating Rooms and labs, where bulky sharps are used or risk disposal is required.
- Access Plus Sharpsmarts provide easy, and safe disposal.

Sharps collectors where you need them

Sharpsmart’s trained specialists will advise on the best system incorporating:
- Collection size and location to optimize changeover frequency
- Specifically designed accessories to provide point of use disposal
- Thorough education of staff

Safer when full

When full, the Safety Tray swivels into an upright position to prevent overfilling and thereby:
- Eliminates the risk of injury from protruding sharps
- Unique, tamper-proof locks and seal-proof tray
- Secure seal and a full Sharpsmart collector
- Cannot be re-opened manually
- Prevents spillage during removal

No risks in transit

High standards of safety and service ensure that all Sharpsmart collectors are removed from your premises:
- Secure, rigid flat transport boxes for efficient handling
- Sharpsmart collection service extended failure of ISO certification standard for Transport of Dangerous Goods

Better for the environment

- Reusable design protects huge ecological advantages:
  - Plastic in sharps waste reduced by 25%
  - Material and treatment of waste in accordance with environmental regulations
  - Environmentally friendly detergent used during six-stage Washsmart robotic process
  - Sharps waste is recycled during waste treatment

- Waste water is recycled during wash process
- The waste water system does not require harmful chemicals to achieve high degrees of microbiological efficacy

Quality control checks before the cycle restarts

Regular checks before Sharpsmart collectors are returned to service:
- Cleanliness checks performed
- Functionality checks performed

To say that we are extremely satisfied is an understatement.
We have also seen a reduction in cost and stock in our storage areas. I am sure that should you choose them, you will be as satisfied with their outstanding service and product as well as a superior product.”

- Atlantic Healthcare Systems - Mountainside, NJ
- Kishwaukee Community Hospital - DeKalb, IL
- Fairview Group, Minneapolis, MN.

“…We have received a great engineering solution that is in the process of saving the nation. I am really impressed with this product!
As a result of my research, I must say that I am a strong advocate of the Sharpsmart system.”

- Robert Nye, Director, Environmental Services - Atlantic Healthcare Systems - Mountainside, NJ
- Mike Smucker, Director Environmental Services - Kishwaukee Community Hospital - DeKalb, IL
- Jeff Daniels, Owner and Chairman, Daniels Sharpsmart USA